
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
 
 

MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Harness Racing Waikato Inc at Cambridge Raceway Date: Sunday, 16 November 2014 

Weather: Overcast 
Track: Fast 
Rail: Not applicable 

Stewards: S Mulcay (Chairman), J Muirhead, B Jones 
Typist: C Shaw 

 
 

General: 

Pre-race blood testing was carried out. 
 
 

Supplementary: 
 
 

 
 

SUMMARY: 

Swabbing: COUGAR BROMAC, THE FASCINATOR, JOMO, SOUL HANOVER, FIELD OF COURAGE, EYREWELL 
PEGASUS, TAKE THE HINT, STARLIGHT BRIGADE, MACH CULLEN 

Protests: Race     3 MISSDEBONAIR (2nd Placing) 
[Rule 869(4A), 1003(2)] - Interference to numerous runners - Disqualified from 2nd 
placing 

Suspensions:               Nil 

Fines:               Nil 

Warnings:               Nil 

Bleeders:               Nil 

Horse Actions: Race     2 PRINCESS KATE - Warned Mobiles 

 Race     3 BUBBALOOBAH - Warned Racing Manners 

 Race     3 MISSDEBONAIR - Warned Racing Manners 

 Race     9 DARJEELING BROMAC - Warned Mobiles 

 Race     10 ART ANGEL - Warned Performance 

 Race     10 RANGI RANGDU - Warned Performance 

Medical Certificates:               Nil 

Driver Changes: Race     1 S Phillips replaced M Northcott (EASY FOR CULLEN) 

Late Scratchings: Race     6 COULD A DUNIT - Scratched at 1.35pm on Veterinary advice. 

 Race     9 ATOMIC JET - Scratched on Veterinary advice. 

 Race     10 SPANISH LUSTRE - Scratched on Veterinary advice. 

Scratching Penalties: Ineligible from 17/11/2014 until 20/11/2014 inclusive (4 days): 
ANALEIGH, COULD A DUNIT, SKIPPY RASCAL, ATOMIC JET, GOT TO BE GOOD, SPANISH LUSTRE 

 
 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 PGG WRIGHTSON AMATEUR DRIVERS MOBILE PACE 

S Phillips was approved as a late change of driver for EASY FOR CULLEN. 
No claims were lodged for WESTBURN COURAGE. 
No racing incidents to report. 
 

Race 2 CHRISTIAN CULLEN MARES JUNIOR DRIVERS MOBILE PACE 



PRINCESS KATE broke free of interference shortly after the start settling at the rear of the field. A warning was placed on this 
mare's mobile barrier manners. 
 

Race 3 NRM EVOLVE FILLIES & MARES MOBILE PACE 

MISSDEBONAIR, which had shown gate speed to contest the early lead, broke passing the winning post the first time and 
shifted in checking A CHANCE TO DREAM, which galloped, with SANTANNA JEWEL having to take evasive action when taken 
down into the infield before also galloping. SMART BY DESIGN also broke shortly afterwards when having to take evasive 
action checking LIVING BY CHANCE for some strides with the trailing runners also receiving checks to varying degrees. 
BUBBALOOBAH, which was racing in midfield, galloped near the 1600 metres and settled at the rear. A warning was placed 
against this mare's racing manners. 
LAVISH BLOWBACK was held up over the final stages when unable to obtain clear racing room. 
A protest was lodged against the second placing of MISSDEBONAIR (S Abernethy) under rule 869(4A) in relation to the 
incident entering the first turn. The JCA upheld the protest and disqualified MISSDEBONAIR from second placing. Trainer L 
Pyers was advised that a warning would be placed against the mare's racing manners. 
 

Race 4 MERCURY BAY CLUB WHITIANGA HANDICAP TROT 

GEORGIES SMILE, HONIKIWI DON, DOOR SLAMMER and IT'S BIG TIME all made mistakes over the early stages. 
CREAMEE trotted away slowly and broke for a couple of strides settling quickly. 
DOOR SLAMMER broke again passing the 1900 and 1600 metres losing all chance. 
IT'S BIG TIME broke again passing the 1150 metres. 
The authorisation of the 4th placing of IT'S BIG TIME was withheld until such time as it was confirmed that this mare had 
complied with the Breaking Horses Regulation. 
SUNDON'S MOUNTAIN was held up rounding the final bend and the early stages of the run home and when shifting ground 
outward to obtain clear running momentarily inconvenienced HONIKIWI DON. 
 

Race 5 FAIRVIEW MOTORS CAMBRIDGE FILLIES & MARES MOBILE PACE 

EVERLASTING GRACE raced three wide without cover from the 1300 metres. 
SHIMMY SHOES (favourite) trailed on the outer before improving around to race outside the leader near the 1000 metres 
but failed to run on over the concluding stages to finish in 10th place beaten 5.9 lengths. When questioned regarding the 
performance driver Z Butcher advised that he was disappointed with the horse's performance but could offer no explanation. 
A subsequent veterinary examination revealed no abnormalities. 
 

Race 6 PLACEMAKERS MT MAUNGANUI MOBILE PACE 

COULD A DUNIT was a late scratching on veterinary advice in this event at 1.35pm. 
MR LARDEEDAR which was trailing the leader broke near the 1400 metres and settled quickly. 
FIELD OF COURAGE hung in on straightening for the run home placing driver D Butcher at some disadvantage. 
 

Race 7 CAMBRIDGE TAB HANDICAP TROT 

DRAGON LADY was claimed by Mr K Entwisle. 
ITSNOWORNEVER was placed on the outside of the front row by the Starter after becoming fractious. 
COOL SON broke at the start settling at the rear. 
NO ORDINARY SUN broke passing the 2200 metres failing to settle and was retired from the event. 
ITSNOWORNEVER broke just inside the 900 metres losing its chance. 
MA CILLE gave ground inside the 700 metres. 
OTO INVASION broke passing the 200 metres. 
 

Race 8 BRECKON FARMS MOBILE PACE 

No claims were lodged for VIEWFIELD APACHE. 
DRIVING THE DRAGON pulled hard in the middle stages when trailing the leader. 
SEA MC was held up early on the final turn. 
HOT AND SAUCY failed to secure clear running until the 100 metres. 
 

Race 9 NRM ASSET MOBILE PACE 

DARJEELING BROMAC galloped shortly after the start checking PRINCE TUDOR before settling at the rear. A warning was 



placed on this gelding's mobile barrier manners. 
DARJEELING BROMAC galloped for several strides near the 300 metres. 
PRINCE TUDOR over raced in the middle stages. 
 

Race 10 CHRISTMAS AT THE RACES DECEMBER 4TH MOBILE PACE 

CLASSIC BET contacted and dislodged a pylon entering the front straight on the first occasion when being restrained, as ART 
ANGEL crossed down to take up a position three back on the marker line. 
ART ANGEL compounded badly from the 600 metres and was retired from the event. A subsequent veterinary examination 
revealed no abnormalities with a warning being placed on this mare's racing performance. 
FLANYATTICE which had led early was badly hampered racing down the back the final time when taken back through the 
field by the tiring RANGI RANGDU. A subsequent veterinary examination revealed no abnormalities with a warning being 
placed on this gelding's racing performance. 
Driver D Butcher (V C DELL) dropped his right foot from the sulky footrest early in the run home when attempting to activate 
gear. 
UNMISSUBLE was held up in the run home when failing to obtain clear racing room. 
 

 


